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OVERVIEW
The Logistics Cluster is a coordination mechanism born from the 2005 humanitarian reform and aimed at strengthening the partnership between humanitarian actors in emergency interventions. The Logistics Cluster was activated in Burkina Faso on 9 October 2020 in order to coordinate and strengthen the logistics capacity of humanitarian actors responding to the massive population displacements affecting the country.

June - September 2020
Conduct of a needs-and-gaps analysis and development of the strategy.

October 2020
Activation of the Logistics Cluster.

November 2020
550 m² of free-to-user storage made available to the humanitarian community in Kaya.

December 2020 - March 2021
- Ongoing deployment of additional storage units in priority regions.
- Beginning of data collection for the production of logistics access maps.

OBJECTIVES OF THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IN BURKINA FASO

1. RESTORE AND STRENGTHEN LOGISTICS ACCESS TO PRIORITY RESPONSE AREAS.

2. STRENGTHEN LOGISTICS COORDINATION AND THUS AVOID DUPLICATION OF EFFORTS.

3. SET UP COMMON LOGISTICS SERVICES ADAPTED TO THE NEEDS OF PARTNERS.

ACTIVITIES OF THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IN BURKINA FASO

COORDINATION
Strengthening of the logistics coordination in Ouagadougou.

Creation of 4 logistics coordination groups in the following localities of priority regions: Kaya (Centrre Nord region), Ouahigouya (Nord region), Fada N’Gourma (Est region) and Dori (Sahel region).

LOGISTICS INFORMATION
Logistics cartography.

Production and dissemination of logistics information (lists of transporters, suppliers, logistics contacts, etc.).

Capacity strengthening in the fields of emergency logistics and data collection.

STORAGE
Set-up of storage units in Ouahigouya, Kaya, Fada N’Gourma and Dori.

Temporary deployments of additional storage units in other locations according to the needs of partner organisations.

FUNDING SECURED AS OF EARLY JANUARY 2021

435 000 USD
2.3 MILLION USD
AUGUST 2020-2021

LOGISTICSCluster.ORG/OPS/0FA20A BF.CLUSTERLOGO@WFP.ORG

THE LOGISTICS CLUSTER IS LED BY WFP World Food Programme

MINISTRY FOR HUMAN AFFAIRS

UNited Nations CERF
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